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shape by mountain
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FOR YOUR SAFETY
While in the cave, watch for low ceilings
and slippery conditions. Use the handrails
and stay with your group.
If you have a heart condition or have difficulty
in breathing, remember the high elevation and
take it easy.
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During the summer months be on the lookout for
rattlesnakes. Avoid going through the brush
and when walking the nature trait always stay
on the pathway.
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ABOUT YOUR VISIT
The monument is 8 kilometers
Baker,

Nev., near

the

(5 miles) west of

Nevada-Utah

U.S. 6 and 50 are 16 kilometers

boundary.

(10 miles) to the

north, and U.S. 93 is 64 kilometers

(40 miles) to

the west.
Trips through the cave are conducted every day
over a 1-kilometer (2/3-mile) paved trail with stairways. About 1-1/2 hours are required for the tour.
A modern electrical system provides indirect lighting. The temperature
(50°F); warm clothing

averages

a chilly

10°C

is suggested. Children un-

der 16 must be accompanied by an adult.
Flash photography

is permitted,

but no tripods,

please.
The NationaLP-a.p<-Se~v-ice-m.a.iRt.aiRS--picnic
faoin-ties in the headquarters area, and a concessioner
sells refreshments,
April

through

meals, and souvenirs

October.

accommodations,

from

There are no overnight

and camping

is not

allowed.

Humboldt National Forest, adjacent to the monument, has four campgrounds.
PLEASE HELP PROTECT YOUR MONUMENT
Keep your pets on leash or in your car; they are
not permitted in the buildings or in the caves.
Fires are allowed only in the picnic area.
Flowers, trees, rocks, and other natural features
must not be marred, destroyed, or removed.
Do not disturb, injure, or kill the wildlife.
Prospecting

and locating

mineral

claims within

the monument boundaries are not allowed.
While in the caves, please stay on the trail and with
your guide at all times. Do not remove, touch,
break, mark, or deface the walls or any formations.

WE'RE JOINING THE METRIC WORLD
The National

Park Service is introducing

measurements

in its publications

cans become acquainted

metric

to help Ameri-

with the metric system

and to make interpretation

more meaningful

for

park visitors from other nations.
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